Biological simulation has become an important technology in biological research. For the analysis of complicated biological processes multi-domain simulation techniques are essential. In addition, due to the continuing advances in various related areas, simulation models are subject to continuous modifications. However, many existing biosimulators are implemented in a monolithic software architecture which is constructed using a combined model of all concerning domains and thus leads to high developing costs. To improve this situation, we propose a novel biosimulator development platform, the Dynamic Biosimulator System (DynaBioS).
Biological simulation has become an important technology in biological research. For the analysis of complicated biological processes multi-domain simulation techniques are essential. In addition, due to the continuing advances in various related areas, simulation models are subject to continuous modifications. However, many existing biosimulators are implemented in a monolithic software architecture which is constructed using a combined model of all concerning domains and thus leads to high developing costs. To improve this situation, we propose a novel biosimulator development platform, the Dynamic Biosimulator System (DynaBioS).
The targets of the biosimulator involve complicated interactions among different domains, while each interaction itself is rather sparse. Based on these characteristics, in DynaBioS biological activities are simulated as interactions among software components, each of which is a sub-simulator of a single phenomenon and exchanges event messages with others. Each simulator system is composed of a system core and components. The system core consists of a simulation controller and a model manager (Fig.1) . The simulation controller manages the sequence of the system operations that are defined in a simulation scenario. The model manager maintains the simulation data followed by the definition of a model object. The simulation scenario and the model object are coded by the user with the help of functions provided by Fig. 1 . System structure of DynaBioS the DynaBioS system. Component specific functions can be implemented on the standard interface. It allows easy implementation of components by using existing software products with a simple wrapper.
We have successfully implemented a cell physiology simulator component, a structural mechanics simulator component, a 3D visualization component and several others using the DynaBioS platform. Then, simulation systems for the contraction of myocardial tissue, for the wall motion of the left ventricle, and for myocardial excitation propagation were constructed efficiently. Several components could be implemented at remarkably low developing cost by wrapping existing sophisticated software products.
The main feature of DynaBioS, the independent simulation of a phenomenon by each component, allows for collaborative implementation of a simulation system by researchers in different domains. Furthermore, easy replacement of each component model dealing with a phenomenon is enabled. This platform considerably reduces the costs in the development of simulators, by implementation of components using existing software, and by reuse of components. Although the over-head of the component-based architecture is large compared to that of a monolithic architecture, the results of an evaluation experiment (Table 1) show that the over-head of DynaBioS are about 3% what is sufficiently small. Biological simulation has become an important technology for biological research. Though multi-domain simulation technique is required for analysis of complicated biological activities, multi-domain biosimuator system tends to be very complicated and so requires a high developing cost. To improve this situation, we propose a biosimulator development platform, DynaBioS, which can handle complex interactions between phenomena in different domains, such as electrophysiology and mechanics. A biosimulator system is composed of components, each of which is a sub-simulator of a phenomenon, and exchanges event messages to each others as the interaction of the phenomena. This design allows easy replacement of a model for a phenomena by interchanging a corresponding component. This platform reduces costs to develop simulators, by implementation of components by wrapping existing software products, and by reuse of components. Examples of developed simulators are given to show that this platform facilitates the development of biosimulators.
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